Haundai santro

The Hyundai Santro is a city car produced by the South Korean manufacturer Hyundai between
and The nameplate was revived in to replace the Eon. The "Santro" nameplate was applied
during its first generation to the Atos Prime model, while the second generation is a standalone
model. The first generation Santro was introduced in and went on sale in early It was also
known as the Santro Zip in India from to After the Kia Visto was replaced by the Kia Picanto in ,
the facelifted Santro was launched in It was known as the Santro Xing in India from to The
second generation Santro was launched on 23 October in India. This marks the return of the
Santro nameplate in India after four years since the last generation was discontinued and nearly
twenty-five years since the start of production. It is positioned below the Hyundai i The model is
powered by a 1. A bi-fuel version of the engine that uses both petrol and CNG is also available.
Transmission options consist of a 5-speed manual and a 5-speed automated manual. Less than
a month after its release, the Santro sold 8, units, outselling the Tata Tiago 's 7, units. It is one
of the Top 3 Urban World Cars of Each of the two models were equipped with 1. From Wikipedia,
the free encyclopedia. Motor vehicle. Petrol : 1. The Financial Express. Retrieved 29 December
Retrieved India Car News. Autocar India. Hyundai Motor Company. Hyundai Genesis Ioniq. Kia
Corporation Category Commons. Categories : s cars s cars Cars introduced in City cars
Front-wheel-drive vehicles Hatchbacks Hyundai vehicles Hyundai vehicles in India. Hidden
categories: Articles with short description Short description is different from Wikidata
Commons category link from Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Hyundai Atos Hyundai Eon â€”present. City car A. Front-engine,
front-wheel-drive. Hyundai Atos 1. Hyundai Atos Hyundai Eon. India: Chennai Hyundai India.
Hyundai-Kia K1. Global NCAP scores [7]. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Hyundai
Santro. City car. Eon HA. Santro AH2. Atos FF. Grand i10 BA. Grand i10 Nios AI3. Xcent BA.
Aura AI3. Reina CB. HB20 HB. HB20 BR2. Getz TB. Accent X3. Accent LC. Accent MC. Celesta
ID. Elantra XD. Elantra HD. Elantra AD. Elantra CN7. Ioniq AE. Lafesta SQ. Mistra CF. Mistra DU2.
Sonata EF. Sonata NF. Sonata YF. Sonata LF. Sonata DN8. New Grandeur LX. Grandeur XG.
Grandeur TG. Grandeur HG. Grandeur IG. Dynasty LX. Aslan AG. Genesis BH. Genesis DH.
Equus VG. Scoupe SLC. Tiburon RD. Veloster FS. Veloster JS. Genesis Coupe BK. Subcompact
crossover SUV. Kona OS. Compact crossover SUV. Tucson JM. Tucson TM. Tucson NX4. Nexo
FE. Ioniq 5 NE. Mid-size crossover SUV. Santa Fe SM. Santa Fe DM. Santa Fe CM. Santa Fe TM.
Veracruz EN. Palisade LX2. Galloper M. Terracan HP. Lavita FC. Santamo M2. Trajet FO.
Entourage VQ. Porter AH. New Porter AU. Porter II HR. Libero SR. Grace AH. Starex A1. Light
trucks. Mighty FE4. Mighty II WT1. New Mighty WQ. Medium trucks. Super Truck Medium. Super
Mega Truck VC. Pavise QV. Heavy trucks. Super Truck. Trago GV. Xcient QZ. Aero Town 6D
Aero City CY. Super Aero City CY. Universe PY. County CN. Global CY. Green City CY. See also:
List of Hyundai vehicles. India's Favourite Family Car. India's Favourite Family Car is here to
rule your hearts with a well crafted design and an impressive presence. Step in to discover
comfort and convenience and enjoy a host of advanced features that are simply a class apart.
The Cascade design chrome front grille offers a bold first impression. Designed to meet all the
needs of a family with ample space and convenience that will make every journey an enjoyable
and memorable one. The specification above are subject to change. Images shown above may
vary from actual product. Some of the equipments illustrated or described above may not be
supplied as standard equipment and may be available at extra cost. Please consult your nearby
dealer for full information and availability on colours and trim. Buy Car Online. Search History
Delete All. Search Please input text for search. Page Sharing Facebook Twitter. Sporty Design
The Cascade design chrome front grille offers a bold first impression. Know more about
engines. Hyundai Mobility Membership. Purchase your favourite Hyundai car and enjoy the
complimentary Hyundai Mobility Membership â€” a first of its kind program to offer you and
your, family exclusive benefits for all your car, mobility and lifestyle related needs. Unlock a
world of amazing offers and exciting deals across various categories from our strong partner
ecosystem consisting of some of the best brands in the country. We look forward to a lifetime
partnership with you, as we continue to delight with regular addition of partner brands and
offers. Visit Previous next. Request a Test Drive. Please try again. Enter Your Information Thank
You! Our Customer Service Department will contact you to handle your request. Explore more.
Know More about Engines. Click To Buy. Special Offer. EMI Calculator. Download e-Brochure.
Hyundai Santro is a 5 seater hatchback car available at a price range of Rs. It is available in 9
variants and 7 colours. The Santro has a boot space of litres. The petrol engine of Santro is a cc
unit which generates a power of The cc CNG engine of Santro puts out The Santro is available
in 2 transmission options: manual and automatic. The mileage of Santro ranges from Hyundai
has launched the BS6-compliant Santro in India. Prices are up by Rs 22, to Rs 27, depending on
the variant. However, prices for the Sportz and CNG models remain unchanged. As a result, the

Santro now costs between Rs 4. It retains the same 69PS and 99Nm 1. Smooth engine,
easy-to-drive, well-equipped top-end variant, interior quality from a class-above. The original
tallboy is back! The sunshine car is back! The legend is back! The Shahrukh-waali gaadi is
back! Packed with practicality, technology and incredible dependability, this Hyundai formed a
rock solid bond with many first time car buyers in India. Back in , tech like fuel-injection, fog
lamps, all-round power windows and, of course, the tallboy design were very groundbreaking
for a budget car. In , this trendsetter went out of production, but in , it is back in an all-new
guise. More, and better, competition will make it much more difficult for the new Santro to make
the families of today sit up and take notice, and then impress them. Can Hyundai crack the
formula again? If so, how? We find out on our first drive. First, the new Santro looks good in the
flesh. In pictures, the design tends to look too busy - at the front it looks like a mashup of the
discontinued i10 and the Grand i One of the distinctive bits about the Santro when viewed from
the side is the window line that dips down at the rear doors to increase the sense of space for
passengers. And the Santro buffs will spot some inspiration of the original in the door handles
and the B-pillar. The rear looks a bit timid, but neat. Part of it is down to its height being lower
than the old Santro by 30mm, but at mm it is still taller than the Grand i Also, the Santro is just
15mm narrower than the Grand i Additionally, its wheelbase is only 25mm smaller than the
Grand i10 and on par with the competition. So, you can think of it as a full step up from the Eon ,
but only half a step away from the bigger Grand i But there are areas where the Santro feels like
a step down. For instance, it misses out on any of the swag offered by LED elements in the
headlamps. Also, alloy wheels aren't offered on any of the variants. Like in luxury brands, the
sense of quality inside the cabin doesn't shrink with the price of the car, and the Santro proves
that Hyundai is following this approach keenly. It would be no exaggeration to state that the
sense of quality inside the cabin would be appropriate even for a car that costs Rs 10 lakh more.
Tasteful is one way to describe how it feels! The textures for the plastics, the quality of
materials used on the dashboard, the way all the switches click, the slightly rubberised finish of
the switches under the 7. The bombastic Diana Green Santro you see here is equally colourful
on the inside with matching inlays and seatbelts! Even the seats get contrast stitching and
some splashes of green to spice things up. These elements stand out all that much as the cabin
gets an all-black treatment here, instead of the normal dual-tone with champagne coloured
inlays. This is definitely a pick for those looking for a bold and exciting vehicle! Even the stock
fabric and faux leather combo for the well bolstered front seats is tasteful. The cabin design,
like the Verna , is simple and mature. But, there are some flourishes too, like the propeller
design for the aircon vents and the power window switches that float just behind the gear lever.
Speaking of which, the gear lever itself looks gorgeous on the automatic. Practical storage
touches include a nifty tray on the passenger side of the dash for your mobile and a cubby
above the gear lever. There is enough room for a family of four with plenty of kneeroom and
headroom for adults in the front seats. However, the Santro misses out on seat height
adjustment and tilt steering entirely. On the upside, drivers of average height or less won't have
reasons to complain as the seat base is set quite high. However, taller drivers will find
themselves a bit cramped and awkward. Rear occupants will miss the high-set seating position
of the old Santro, though, as the rear seat is a bit low set. However, it offers decent support for
adults and the kinked windowline does open up the sense of space. A big miss here are
adjustable headrests! On the safety front, Hyundai is offering ABS and a driver airbag as
standard. It is a shame that the passenger side airbag is only available in the top-end Asta
variant. Pretensioner-equipped seatbelts are also limited to this variant. The absence of seat
height and tilt-steering adjustment and adjustable headrests for the rear bench are annoying
misses too. Smaller details like the inability to close the air-con vents and the lack of an
opening mechanism on the boot also trip you up a bit. Creature comforts include rear aircon
vents, a 7. The Asta also gets a reversing camera, reverse parking sensors and rear washer and
wiper. We've mentioned the lack of alloy wheels, LED DRLs on the outside and when we club it
with the other missing features, it seems that Hyundai has done so to keep the Santro at a safe
distance from the Grand i For instance, the base D-Lite variant which is one lakh cheaper than
the Grand i10, misses out on many basics including an air-con, which is available in the larger
Grand. Remember the 1. The Epsilon makes 69PS of power and uses a 5-speed gearbox. Turn
on the ignition and the four-cylinder engine settles down into a smooth idle. While it isn't as
quiet as Hyundai's Kappa engines, it is better than the competition. The Santro's light clutch
and sweet-shifting gearbox make the commute easy. The engine is calm while commuting or
while cruising in the city, but if you want a change of pace, you would need to work the gearbox.
Unlike most city-focused commuters, the Santro doesn't feel extra torquey at low revs, offering
a clean pull through the rev range instead. The tall gear ratios are responsible for this calm and
easy going nature - the Santro is capable of doing an indicated 50kmph in 1st! On the upside, it

feels relaxed at 80kmph and capable of covering long distances without feeling tiring. Hyundai
claims a fuel efficiency of just over 20kmpl for both the manual and automatic variants. Yes, the
Santro is also being offered with an AMT transmission that has been developed in-house at
Hyundai. This AMT feels smooth and quick to use and will be a great option for urban dwellers.
Not at all! You'd be surprised at the way the Santro rides! This little car feels a lot more grown
up and composed than its size would suggest. Potholes and bumps don't toss you or the Santro
around. Credit for this also goes to the steering, which is meaty at highway speeds and light for
commuting duties. The front disc brakes offer strong bite and are easy to modulate too. So, you
can expect to take this small Hyundai for long-weekend journeys. Yes, the Santro has changed.
The tallboy is more sophisticated now, packing in more appeal on the outside and inside. The
richness of the cabin is complemented by its practicality. While the Santro packs in a fair
amount of features, Hyundai has made many cutbacks. The lack of tilt-adjust for the steering,
lack of seat height adjustment for the driver's seat and the absence of a passenger side airbag
on all except the top-end Asta variant are very disappointing. While this helps keep the Santro
at a safe distance from the Grand i10, it also dulls some of its appeal. As a result, for a small
family, the new Santro will surely be an appealing and practical option, albeit a pricey one.
Santro Book Online Rs. Nice car. Nice perfomance in hatchback. Good mialege, silent engine,
gear downshift required while overtake, nice cabin, good sound. Performance ok currect tim oil
change and service vehicle is good comfort seating overol look good now car aome sctrched
littile bit scrsctche iam going to retest my car The anniversary edition was a great choice as it
had reverse parking sensors, dual airbags and reverse parking camera as well which the normal
Sportz variant didn't have at that time. Also in the exterior there are black roof rails, black door
handles, black ORVM'S and greyish black wheel covers. The car has excelled in evey aspect
except some. Now I would highlight some aspects and my verdict about them for this car. Still
when you shut the doors you will feel that this car's build quality is good. You get many
features for your comfort and convenience like Rear AC vents, Steering mounted audio and
phone controls, 7-inch touchscreen with Android Auto and Apple Car Play, 4 speakers etc.
However, driving enthusiasts would not be a big fan of this 1. You will not get that exta punch
but the engine is just perfect for this car. The engine is very refined there is almost no engine
noise or road noise as it is a 4 cylinder engine. The NVH levels are very low which is again a
good point about this car. No doubt it has some different looks than the i10 or Eon. But it has its
own charm which is also a great point about this car. I get a mileage between 13 kmpl and In
highways it ranges between It definitely gets a spot in top 3 cars in the segment. It promises a
comfortable ride for a family of four or even of five up to an extent with decent enough legroom
and headroom and that rear ac vents which add up to the comfort of the car. It definitely has to
gear up a thing or two like driver's comfort and pricing. But still it is a good enough package for
anyone with a budget of less than 7. I have used car for 7 years.. I have did only 3 service.. Even
its seconds Santro I purchased it runs like two wheeler anywhere in cities.. I have driven
karnataka tamilnadu states in my car.. Cruz'e control available on polo automatic climate
control changes electric mirror steering adjust seat height adjust arm rest cool cabin and good
leg grooms and stylish look Aero dynamics are good for performance and stylish.. Indica swift
are not so surprised cars for own board users.. Getting a car in india is always special. In my
case, I wanted to buy a beautiful new car for my parents. Spending hours of research, I finally
closed santro sportz over tiago and celerio. My folks were extremely happy even though they
were pushing me to get a second hand car only : lets begin the customer experience from sales
to after sales: i reached home after first free service. While reversing the car, I felt the clutch fell
down or broke. I couldn't move the car and had to call the road side assitance amazing service.
But, Not a great feeling to send your new car by tow-truck in front of your neighbors. Finally,
When i told them that keep the car and pay me daily compensation, They sent the car very next
day. One year after above episode, Front glass has a crack. Service center says it can easily
happen in winters: overall i think it's a good looking, Feature packed car with driving comfort
but pretty bad on quality and mileage. Prices of the BS6 Santro Hatchback would range from
around 4. So this amounts to a price hike of about 22, to 27, depending upon the variant.
However, the CNG variants remain unchanged. The new version will be powered by a 1. The
ex-showroom price of top variant of Hyundai Santro is 6. Also check User Reported Mileage of
Santro. The boot space in Hyundai Santro is L. View full specification of Santro. Loan against
car - your old car will pay for your new car! Thank you! Your question has been submitted and
is under moderartion. You will receive all communications on :. Hyundai Santro Hyundai Santro
is a 5 seater hatchback car available at a price range of Rs. Have a question in mind? Ask Your
Question. Your Question should contain at least 5 characters Submit Cancel. Available EMI
Options. The price of petrol variant of Santro ranges between Rs. Hyundai Santro is available in
9 variants and 7 different colours. The Santro retains the 1. Power figures remain the same --

69PS and Nm. Transmission options on offer are a 5-speed manual and a 5-speed AMT.
However, the CNG is offered with a 5-speed manual only. It comes equipped with features such
as a 7. Safety features include a rear parking camera, driver and passenger airbag, front seatbelt
pretensioners, and ABS with EBD. Sadly, the front passenger airbag is not offered as standard
and is limited to the top-spec Asta variant only. Absolutely not done, Hyundai! Read More.
Share your experiences with Santro? Submit Review Submit Review. View All Variants. Editor's
View of Hyundai Santro. Upside Smooth engine, easy-to-drive, well-equipped top-end variant,
interior quality from a class-above. Downside Premium pricing, dual airbags not standard, AMT
unavailable in top-end variant. Santro Detailed Review The original tallboy is back! Looks a bit
funny! Start a new comparison. Need suggestions.? Selecting between the Hyundai Grand i10
Nios ad Hyundai Santro would depend on certain factors such as your budget, features
required, powertrain options, cabin space, etc. From features, space and convenience to cabin
experience and comfort, the Nios is more welcoming and distinctive. If you are eyeing for a ideal
family hatch with a long list of features then the Grand i10 Nios would be an ideal pick. On the
other hand, Santro packs in a lot, its simple and hassle-free to drive, and ticks all the right
boxes, leaving very little to be desired. For a better understanding of compatibility and riding
comfort, we would suggest you to take a test drive. Follow the link and select your desired city
for dealership details. Which is best car between Hyundai Santro and i20? Since both Hyundai
Santro and i20 are from different segment, choosing one would depend on certain factors such
as your budget, preference of the segment, features required, usage of the car, maintenance
costs, etc. The Santro packs in a lot, is simple and hassle-free to drive and ticks all the right
boxes, leaving very little to be desired. We strongly suggest you look past the lower variants
and set your sights on the top-spec Asta variant for better features. Moreover, we would
suggest you to take a test ride for a better understanding of performance and comfort. Click on
the link and select your desired city for dealership details. Read More: - Hyundai i20 vs Hyundai
Santro. Selecting between the Renault KWID and Hyundai Santro would depend on certain
factors such as your budget, preference of the powertrain options, features required,
maintenance costs, etc. The KWID would be a good option of you are looking for a value for
money offering with attractive styling, long list of features, and easier driving traits. On the
other hand, the Santro offers smooth and more powerful engine option, quality interiors, supple
ride quality and well-equipped variants. For a better understanding of compatibility and riding
comfort, we would suggest you to take a test ride. Follow the link and select your desired city
for dealership.. I own Santro Era Manual Drive. I was shocked to see these very low average in
city so i got my santro checked in Hyundai authorised workshop but they told me that
everything is fine in the Car. Unfortunately i am still facing low average issue in City despite
having new tyres with accurate pressure also wheel alignment is fine. There are many other
issues which i am facing in Santro like its front seats are not that comfortable as compared to
old Santro. Rear seat is tool much reclined. Dashboard is unnecessarily big and its steering
wheel is too much protruding on the driver. My personal advice is that Swift cc is much better
than Santro 1. Wagonr may have more boot space but lacks many features like it has only 2
speaker system. Santro gives kmpl in city and kmpl in highways in the AMT version. Don't know
about Wagonr AMT mileage. I will never have any suzuki car even if they offer it FREE. View All
Answers. Is S-Presso so comfortable as Santro? The headroom inside is decent for
average-sized adults both at the front and the rear. It makes the cabin feel airy. Overall, the
Santro is pitched as a family car and it will do a good job at that -- if the family is nuclear. Adults
at the rear will feel the need for headrests over long distances. On the move and at speeds of
80kmph, it feels confident as it becomes a little heavier. The Santro feels planted like a car from
a segment above when driven at highway speeds. If we talk about Maruti S-Presso, Maruti has
opted for super soft cushioning for the seats. You also miss out on adjustable headrests, but
the integrated unit does support the neck and head adequately. Naturally, three abreast at the
rear is super tight, and definitely not recommended. The S-Presso feels slightly bouncy as you
tackle bumps at city speeds. However, there is an easy fix to this problem. Speed up a bit!
Going over potholes slightly faster than usual manages to keep the cabin better isolated from
the bumps. On the highway, the S-Presso is composed while maintaining kmph. However, stray
into triple digits and the experience feels floaty and light. You may compare both the cars
accordingly. Do take a test drive in order to get better clarity, Check out authorised dealership
details. What is use of AMT gear and how is it used - Santro? Put the Gear in "D" mode by fully
pressing brake paddle, and release brake paddle and accelerate just like activa. One more thing,
you get a "Creep" function in AMT gearbox in which the vehicle moves forward without
pressing the accelerator, Creep function is extremely useful while driving on the hills. Both cars
are good if you looking for better interior fit and finish and some amount of features santro is
good but if your running is more wagon r is better option i think more reliable i know that

service experience of MS is not good as hyundai Santro sports cng is good in all aspect in
terms of space, features and performance but its approximately 1lac expensive to wagon R lxi
cng, moreover build quality is also good of santro so provides you with better safety, but fuel
economy is less for santro sports cng as compared to wagorR lxi cng so make your decision
accordingly, but santro is a clear winner if price is nor a barrier Both the cars are great in
comfort and mileage. My budget is 6 lakh. Grand i10 Nios Era or Santro Sports which is a better
choice? You can go for NIOS, but after market OEM upgrades will be costly, however if you
want to go for accessory upgrades like music system, fog lamps, etc In Hyundai cars the OEM
factory fitted are way better than the after market upgrades. Therefore choose wisely. I think you
should go for Santro Sportz because Grand i10 nios Era is the base model and you will have to
spend a lot on aftermarket accesssories. It is monitored in pressure but cylinder is 55 wlc
Wagon R 7o, What is the capacity of cng tank of new santro? I just filled 8. Around 30 t0 35 litres
View All Answers. Santro Videos. Santro User Reviews. Add a Review. All Santro Reviews.
Hyundai Santro Images. All Santro Images. Santro Colours Typhoon Silver. Star Dust. Polar
White. Mariana Blue. Diana Green. Fiery Red. Imperial Beige. Hyundai Santro Lineup Rejigged!
All Santro News. Offer By : Company. Validity : 01 Feb Feb. View Offer Details. Choose your city.
Popular Cities. Emission Norm Compliance. BS VI. Fuel Type. Seating Capacity. Gear Box. Max
Torque. Fuel Capacity. Boot Space. Santro Era Executive View February Offers. Santro Magna
Santro Sportz Santro Magna AMT Santro Magna CNG Santro Asta Santro Sportz AMT Santro
Sportz CNG Santro Asta AMT Hyundai Santro Price : The price ranges between Rs 4. Hyundai
Santro Powertrain : It is powered by a 1. A factory-fitted CNG kit is also available in the Magna
and Sportz variants, albeit only with the manual transmission. The price of Hyundai Santro
starts at Rs. The fact that the new Hyundai Santro is longer, wider and more feature-rich than
the last-gen model holds no significance if it does not come together as a product that can offer
better value than its present-day rivals. So we parked any emotions that we may have attached
with the brand 'Santro' on the back seat and took the new Santro out for a
few-hundred-kilometres spin to find out just how good a product it is. Where the Santro truly
shines is with its interiors, which feels modern and from a league above. The quality of plastics
and materials is so good that you can compare it with non-Hyundai cars from not one but two
segments above. As a package, the new Santro is a mixed bag. On the one hand, it leaves us
wanting in the features department and on the other, it surprises us with its interior quality and
sorted mechanicals. While the older model left the scene playing the value card, the new
version offers a more premium experience, but at a price. So if you're someone who's not
looking for outright value from your car but will not mind spending more for quality, the Santro
should be your pick. It's amongst the widest, though. Standing next to even the Grand i10, the
Santro does not come across as a car from a segment below size-wise. So whether it's your first
car or an additional purchase, it's not going to look entry level. Design-wise, it looks more like a
successor of the i10 than Santro. Take for instance, the headlamps, which bear a strong
resemblance with the pre-facelift i The front may look odd to some, especially the wide black
plastic base and upright fog lamps, but I liked it from the day I saw it at the exclusive media
unveil. Agree or disagree? The door handles are old-fashioned flappy units, like on the original
Santro. Chrome applique on these would have anyway looked overdone, so it's a good thing
Hyundai chose to keep things subtle. On a positive note, absence of alloy wheels and LED DRLs
in the equipment list means both the Sportz and Asta variants look largely similar on the
outside. The Santro looks particularly wide at the rear, thanks to the black plastic cladding on
both sides of the licence plate on the rear bumper. Overall, unlike the WagonR, the new Santro
is not a traditional tallboy in any sense. It looks modern. Black cabin with green inserts and
seatbelts on the green exterior colour looks youthful. Will make a compelling case for buyers.
Rear passengers will complain about lack of headrests, but will appreciate the otherwise roomy
interior. The quality of plastics, switchgear and practically everything inside the cabin is
appreciable. And with this, it has certainly raised the bar quite high for its peers in terms of
interior quality. Talk of design and the first thing that will wow you are the propeller-like air
conditioning vents on both ends of the dashboard. Adjusting the manual air-con to a lower
temperature setting would help. Driver controls for front and rear power windows are situated
near the gear lever instead of the window. There are a few other things that you should know
since these might affect your buying decision. But if you buy the Santro in Diana Green exterior
colour, which is available from the Magna variant onwards, you get a black interior with green
inserts on the dashboard, around the gear lever and the rear AC vents. Even the Hyundai logo
on the steering wheel is not done in chrome. The headroom inside is decent for average-sized
adults both at the front and the rear. It makes the cabin feel airy. Boot space is rated at litres -that should be enough for a family of four with luggage for a weekend. Overall, the Santro is
pitched as a family car and it will do a good job at that -- if the family is nuclear. Adults at the

rear will feel the need for headrests over long distances. The 4-cylinder engine has been
reintroduced for two reasons. One, for the sake of product distinction: the Eon gets a 1. The
same engine can also be had with a factory-fitted CNG kit, but power output for this
combination drops to 59PS. Drive calmly, appreciate the interior quality, pair your phone and let
the car entertain. Out on the highway, the engine again likes to cruise rather than change pace.
The Santro can do a kmph all day in top gear at around rpm and without much effort. Picking up
pace will require you to drop a gear or two. Good thing is, dropping gears is a delight. It's easily
one of the smoothest AMTs we've driven and will be a breeze to use for first time automatic car
buyers. We drove the Santro in its top Asta and Sportz variant shod with inch wheels. On the
move and at speeds of 80kmph, it feels confident as it becomes a little heavier. The Santro feels
planted like a car from a segment above when driven at highway speeds. For now, only the top
Asta variant comes with dual front airbags and front seatbelt pretensioner with load limiter. The
Santro comes with driver-side airbag as standard but a passenger side airbag is available in the
top variant only. That deters us from recommend the lower variants to those users who will
mostly drive with passengers on board. For those who mostly drive alone, the Magna and
Sportz variants offer good value in terms of features on offer. Rear AC vents: The Santro is the
only car in its segment to get these. Rear AC vents allow cold air to reach the rear seats quickly
and ensures more uniform cooling. Green cabin inserts, seatbelts: The Hyundai Santro in green
body colour comes with a black interior with green inserts at multiple places. It also gets flashy,
body-coloured seatbelts that make the cabin look sporty. Santro is the best car in the segment.
It is a complete family car. Using since a year. Maintenance-free, and nice safety features. It
could be better in mileage. Overall, a satisfied customer. Good looking and good performance at
the price. Overall, the new Santro is very good but after 4 months, the noise has started to come
out from the engine. Technicians of the company authorised service centre repaired Read More.
Hyundai is offering additional discounts for those looking to buy the Turbo variants of the
Grand i10 Nios and the Aura. Archan asked on 20 Oct You can click on the link to see all
available options by selecting your filters This time hyundai is providing worst experience in
terms of service , seriously very bad experience with Hyundai ,no customer support. Other key
specifications of the Santro include a kerb weight of, ground clearance of and boot space of
Liters. The Santro is available in 7 colours. Change car. Key Specs of Hyundai Santro Engine :
cc. BHP : Mileage : Specs and Features. Get On Road Price. View All Variants. Maruti Wagon R.
Santro vs Wagon R. Maruti Celerio. Santro vs Celerio. Tata Tiago. Santro vs Tiago. Hyundai
Grand i Santro vs Grand i Renault KWID. Santro vs KWID. Variants The Santro comes with
driver-side airbag as standard but a passenger side airbag is available in the top variant only.
CarDekho Experts: As a package, the new Santro is a mixed bag. Things We Like Quality: The
Hyundai Santro sets a new benchmark in terms of the quality of materials used inside the cabin
On-road manners: The Santro comes across as a very mature package when it comes to ride
and handling. It feels planted at high speeds, where the steering also weighs up to make you
feel confident. At mm, the Hyundai Santro is wider than the Celerio. Its cabin is roomy, with
enough space to seat two six-footers one behind the other in comfort. Dual airbags are offered
only on the Asta variant. Lacks vital features: Alloy wheels, electrically foldable ORVMs,
tilt-adjustable steering wheel and automatic climate control not on offer on any variants.
Hyundai could have at least offered these in the top-spec Asta variant. Stand Out Features.
Write Your Review. Best Car Santro Santro is the best car in the segment. By rajesh kumar
sharma. A Much Satisfied Customer Using since a year. By aux anurag gaming. Santro Best Car
Best car in this segment. By ayush gondaliya. By piyush agrawal. Santro My Dream Car Overall,
the new Santro is very good but after 4 months, the noise has started to come out from the
engine. By user. Santro Reviews. Santro Videos. Santro Colours. Santro Images. By Rohit Feb
09, By Tarun Jan 27, By Rohit Dec 15, By Rohit Dec 09, By Rohit Nov 19, Hyundai News. By
Jagdev Kalsi Oct 26, Hyundai Santro Road Test. Cars Between 1 to 5 Lakh. Upcoming
Hatchback Cars. Cars with Front Wheel Drive. Best Mileage Cars. Are you Confused? FAQ
Latest Questions. What is the exact on-road price of Hyundai Santro? The on-road price of
Santro in Delhi starts at Rs. The on-road price is inclusive of RTO charges and insurance. What
are the latest February offers available on Hyundai Santro? For the month of February , 5 offers
are available on the Hyundai Santro in Delhi. Which car is better Santro or Wagon R? Santro
price starts at Rs 4. Does the Hyundai Santro have a sunroof? Hyundai Santro does not have a
sunroof. View all FAQs. How was the sound system in Hyundai Santro Sportz? For this, we
would suggest you to visit the nearest dealership and take a test d By Cardekho experts on 12
Feb Answer View Answer. How to apply cars loan for cardekho Shanti asked on 22 Jan You may
click on the following link to check out the CarDekho Loans. By Ca
nissan d21 service manual
toyota tacoma fuses

2001 town and country transmission

rdekho experts on 22 Jan Is santro sportz cng have key central lock rajeev asked on 21 Jan
Yes, Hyundai Santro Sportz is offered with the central locking system. By Cardekho experts on
21 Jan Which button is used to close rear mirror? Barinderjit asked on 26 Dec By Cardekho
experts on 26 Dec Do you have old model of Hyundai Santro? Archan asked on 20 Oct You can
click on the link to see all available options by selecting your filters By Cardekho experts on 20
Oct Answer View Answers 4. View all Questions. Write a Comment Read More Write a Reply
Write a Reply Popular Upcoming All Cars. Hyundai i20 Rs. Hyundai Creta Rs. Hyundai Venue Rs.
Hyundai Grand i10 Rs. Hyundai Verna Rs. Hyundai Cars. Hyundai Nexo Rs. Hyundai Palisade
Rs. Hyundai Sonata Rs. Hyundai Ioniq Rs. Hyundai Santa Fe Rs. Upcoming Hyundai Cars.
Maruti Baleno Rs. Tata Altroz Rs. Hatchback Cars. View Exciting Offers. Era Executive cc,
Manual, Petrol, Magna cc, Manual, Petrol, Sportz cc, Manual, Petrol, Asta cc, Manual, Petrol,

